
Realme Narzo 30 Is First Time
On Sale Today At Flipkart
The all-new Realme Narzo 30 is all set to go on sale for the
first time today. Today it is provided to the customers at a
discount of Rs 500. The Narzo 30 is an upgraded version that
includes things forwarded from Narzo 20 which was launched
last year and now it brings some significant performance as
well. 

The  all-new  handset  is  powered  by  a  MediaTek  Helio  G95
processor, which is among the good ones in the sub-Rs 20,000
segment. The Realme Narzo 30 is the best option for those who
love playing games and are looking for a smartphone that can
help them enjoy a smooth and responsive gaming experience,
then they should say hello to the Realme Narzo 30 Pro 5G
smartphone. 

The handset packs a Full-HD+ display with a punch-hole design,
along  with  three  cameras  on  the  back.  The  Narzo  30  was
launched by the company alongside the Narzo 30 5G, which is
the  5G  counterpart  of  the  former  with  nearly  the  same
specifications.

Looking at the designs and looks of the Realme Narzo 30 and
Narzo 30 5G both are the same as they share these looks. This
smartphone can handle almost any large scale mobile gaming
with ease, because of the Dimensity 800U 5G processor and this
smartphone also supports Realme 5G+5G dual SIM dual standby,
allowing you to use 5G on either of your SIM slots. The
handset looks like a solid phone and that is why I can say
that it is worth its price. 

Price and Specifications of Realme Narzo 30

The handset costs Rs 11,999 for the 4GB RAM and 64GB storage
variant, but that is a discounted price that includes Rs. 500
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of discount and that is likely valid for just today. The
original cost of this handset’s RAM and storage variant is Rs
12,499. There is also a 6GB RAM and 128GB storage variant, and
it costs Rs 14,499. The smartphone bundles Racing Silver and
Racing Blue as colourways. The silver colourway of Narzo 30
because of the unshining finish.

This handset carries a 5000mAh battery and that I think is one
of its strong points and a 6.55-inch Full-HD+ display which
makes the phones look a lot smoother. Smartphone’s display has
a punch-hole, as well, and that is something that you will see
on phones that are priced higher than this one. 


